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Abstract

This paper represents a summary of the introductory presentation made at this Advisory
Group Meeting on the Technical Feasibility and Reliability of Passive Safety Systems. It
was intended as an overview of our views on what are the key issues and what are the
technical problems which might dominate any future developments of passive safety
systems. It is, therefore, not a "review paper" as such and only record the highlights.

WHAT ARE PASSIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS

Need for a consistent definition. It is clear that the terminology has been interpreted
differently in the past and this has led to confusion and, worse, to a loss of credibility for
'passive' systems. It is strongly recommended that the IAEA definition is widely adopted
and used as a means of helping to alleviate this difficulty.

• The need to differentiate between 'systems' and 'features'. Also aligned to the general
problem of definition, it is necessary to have a clear differentiation between 'systems' and
'features'. A 'system' is usually a complete set of engineering components and
instrumentations and control systems, the ECCS or secondary shut down are examples.
Clearly to engineer a totally passive 'system' is much more difficult (if at all possible)
than to have passive 'features'. Features in this case are meant to include, for example,
natural circulation (when used as a means for heat removal) or stored energy devices
where the 'mechanism' for storing the energy is the "feature".

• The role of natural phenomena. Natural phenomena are, of course, at the heart of any
device or process. However, in the context of passive safety, natural phenomena are
often called upon to act without the need for other input. The obvious example is Gravity
which can be relied upon to ensure rods fall into the core or that natural circulation has
a driving force. However, from the point of view of quantified safety, natural phenomena
have to be shown to be able to operate under all conditions eg under out of normal heat
transfer conditions (boiling, two phase flow) or earthquakes. Reliance upon natural
phenomena is much more complicated than simply relying upon Gravity to be there.

In any discussion of passive safety, or indeed of natural phenomena, the phrase 'inherent safety1

is often used. We believe this is a potentially misleading phrase and should be avoided.
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WHY USE PASSIVE SYSTEMS?

In order to answer this question, it is useful first to simply list the attractions, and, of course,
potential detractions of the use of such systems.

Attractions

• Simplicity. In general passive systems do not, by their very nature, call upon complex
control systems nor upon external power sources which may need to be both redundant
and diverse. Because of this they should also be easier to licence once the basic
processes are satisfactorily understood.

• Safety. The principal rationale for postulating passive systems is that they offer a
solution to improved safety without an unacceptable increase in costs. The argument for
a change, however, is extremely complex. Current (modern) reactor designs are clearly
considered to be 'safe enough1 by the regulatory bodies, the owners and to a large extent
by the political powers in most western countries. Furthermore, with the low activity
generally in the nuclear industry there is little opportunity presently for new innovative
designs. The full potential of passive systems can only be realised once the demand for
nuclear power is re-established and as a part of that, there is a demand for such safety
systems.

Detractions

• Lack of data on important phenomena. There is a perhaps surprising lack of data on the
phenomena of interest in the particular circumstance under which they would be expected
to operate. This is especially true since these 'phenomena' will have to be understood to
a level appropriate to nuclear safety standards.

• Need to understand performance in a wide range of conditions. This applies clearly to
all conditions within the normal operating envelope for the system. However, there is
now an increasing need to be able to determine system performance outside this
envelope. This applies certainly to accident management procedures, but also to the
requirement to understand severe accident behaviour in order to satisfy developments in
regulatory requirements.

• Unknown (untested) response from regulators. In either normal (design basis) or out of
normal conditions, passive systems will need to be shown to conform to the expectations
of regulators. Whilst there may be clear advantages in having simpler systems, it is not
clear yet whether regulators will feel able to license them. This may be of particular
difficulty in those countries operating prescriptive licensing regimes since the
introduction of passive systems will require a change in the regulations.

Overall, the real 'prize' to be won if passive safety features can be incorporated into the design
of next generation plant is a combination of the following:

improved safety margin at lower cost
a tool to help improve public perception of nuclear power. (But noting that public
perception is not a good driver for the design process)
clear demonstration of the ALARA principle.
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The latter of these is important since it may be argued that the passive systems are as low as
achievable in an absolute sense. Given that these are the pro's and con's of passive safety systems
and that we believe that the ultimate rewards justify continued efforts, what are the basic
technical issues which need to be addressed? The following represent only the obvious 'high
level' technical issues. The symposium addresses many of these and in much more detail.

• Quantification of reliability. The reliability of systems is absolutely key to their
incorporation into any larger engineered systems. This is not just because the failure rate
is important in safety calculations, but also because the requirements placed on other
parts of the system will be defined by it. For passive systems, there does not exist a large
database of relevant experience which can be used as a starting point, such as there is
(was) for valves, electric motors etc when this kind of data was first needed to quantify
systems reliabilities. It is necessary to establish what methods are available to determine
the reliability of such systems. Analogous problems arise in the determination of the
reliability of software based systems. Also, the reliability of this type of system needs
to be established over a wide range of conditions.

• Fitness for purpose of passive systems. Whilst passive systems may seem attractive, eg
for heat removal it is necessary to demonstrate that they can cope with all of the demands
put upon them. For example, they may be too slow for safety grade applications. In
other circumstances they may require operator intervention to initiate them violating
operational rules oj requiring non passive means for initiation. It is also possible that
they may degrade operational performance so much that they are uneconomic. Examples
of the latter could be where decay heat removal systems operate continuously, even
during normal operation and the heat loss might be unsustainable.

• Plant ageing. This is one of the most important aspects of the performance of current
plant. The lessons are clear in that unexpected problems always occur as the plant ages
and continuing programmes are needed to ensure that plant use is optimised. The
pressure on the economic aspects of nuclear power means that this will certainly continue
into the future as current plant lives are extended as far as is safely prudent and that new
designs will need to be able to demonstrate unequivocally that the predicted life will be
achieved. In many cases this life is being extended to 60 years or more. For passive
systems there is a total lack of data on the performance of the phenomena under such
conditions. Examples might include - degradation of stored energy devices, the blockage
of heat transfer routes with deposits, environment effects on structural materials for any
changes to chemical composition of coolant systems etc. In addition, there is the
question of testing of systems which may degrade, but are of themselves 'untestable'. An
example of this is a heat removal system which only operates under accident conditions,
and the generation of such conditions is not normally attempted, or even allowed.
Further issues associated with plant ageing include such things as the effects on passive
systems of maintenance or up-grading of other parts of the plant which could have a
deleterious effect on the passive systems performance, or even major back fitting of, eg
control systems which would need to be examined very closely for any interaction with
existing passive systems.

Technical Feasibility of Innovative Systems. If a 'passive system1 involves innovative
components or aspects then there is likely to be a need for an extensive demonstration of
the technical feasibility. An example of this is the amount of work required to "prove"
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the hydraulic lock on ASEA's PIUS systems. And, even though there is now an
appreciable body of evidence it has never been tested in the regulatory domain. Also, the
use of vortex diodes as proposed in the SIR™ design is innovative so far as power reactor
systems are concerned.

In Service Testing. All systems, whether passive or not require some sort of in service
testing regime. Passive systems either have to be 'testable', or to have an overwhelmingly
powerful case that it is not required. Two examples serve to make the point.

passive containment cooling. Heat removal through thick concrete containment
structures is poor. Therefore removal of heat requires some kind of heat
exchanger system. Some designs which have been proposed are passive and
simply rely upon temperature differences for their operation. These systems have
to be very large if they are to cope with the heat loads associated with severe
accidents. Their capability may be decreased through a number of mechanisms,
eg surface degradation, oxidation etc. Full scale testing is not possible so some
form of inspection plus component testing would have to be devised.

bursting disks. This is the most obvious puzzle when it comes to in service
testing. No disk can be 'tested' since if the test is successful it will have, by
definition, failed. Normally, this is circumvented by arguing for strong quality
assurance during manufacture, coupled with frequent random tests from
production examples.

Maintainability. It has not been proven that passive systems can be designed for ease of
maintenance, nor to minimise radiation exposure. There are cost implications for both
circumstances. It is not clear that there will be such difficulties with passive systems but
as with other practical aspects of their implementation this has yet to be demonstrated.

HYBRID SYSTEMS

Finally, under the heading of basic technical issues, there is the question of mixed or hybrid
systems. In many cases passive systems are being proposed as add-ons or alternatives for
existing plant. This brings into question the cost savings and even safety margins since 'active'
engineered systems will be needed anyway, along with their safety grade back up power,
diversity of operation and quality/reliability associated with nuclear plant. Unless the passive
system has genuine cost and safety advantages when used alongside active equipment then it is
very unlikely to be welcomed by the operators. The obvious advantage of passive systems is
when they can replace the need for all active (safety grade) systems in a plant. Such innovative
plant are clearly for the future, the question of course is how to leap-frog current designs to bring
them into play on the right timescale.

CONCLUSIONS

The authors believe that the attractions of passive systems outweigh the detractions and that they
should form the basis of advanced designs of reactors. However, it is not an open and shut case
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and there is a need for a programme covering the basic issues addressed in this paper to ensure
their availability on a timely basis. The principal requirements are:

• completion of the phenomenological database

• demonstration of the operability of passive systems

• integrated, total concept designs maximising the positive contributions of passive systems

• clarification of regulatory requirements

Implementation of such a programme by either vendors and owners, or Governments (acting
alone or in concert) will require an act of vision and confidence in the future prospects of nuclear
energy.
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